
Feel free to:
Use a live model

Any items in the academy
ASK FOR HELP from LADI Icon Team, Family and Friends, BUT IT MUST BE YOUR WORK!



Each Icon must:
● Arrive on time!
● Come prepared!
● Come DRESSED TO IMPRESSED from head to toe!
● Come with Full of energy
● Remember to be creative and innovative.

Your masterclass tutorial will be recorded and displayed on social media. Each
video will be posted on LADI Icon Instagram and Facebook page.

How will each Icon be scored:
Views (Total number of views will equal that number of points)
Likes (Each like will equal one point)
Shares (Shares can be done in story or page) (Each share is 20 points)
Comments (Emojis: 5 points I Conversation Comments: 10 points)
Clarity
Creativity
Personality

Each video needs to be a step by step tutorial that can teach an audience. The video MUST BE about something you’ve learned
while at LADI Icon or can do well and supports your brand.

You should be confident about what you are teaching.
● Come up with a topic. Think about your audience and what you want them to learn.
● Give your masterclass a name and structure.
● Create the content. Think about your audience and what you want them to learn.

What Makes a Good Tutorial Video?
● Clarity.
● Flow.
● Pace.
● Cognitive load.
● Appeal.
● Tone.
● Presentation.



Each Icon must:
● Arrive on time!
● Come prepared!
● Come with products
● Makeup will be done the day of shoot. If hair needs to be done, icon must

come the day before (Friday) to have it done.
● Come with the following outfits: 1 pair of black tights, 2 outfits that fits your

brand. Remember your accessories.
● Come with Full of energy
● Remember to be creative and innovative.

How will each Icon be scored:
Content
Clarity
Connection with the panel
Preparation
One pager
Visuals
A clear position on what is it and what you offer?
Knowledge on your competitors

How to prepare:
● Gather inspiration and put together a mood board based on everything you’ve learned about yourself.
● Your mode board may include color palettes you’re envisioning that make sense with your brand or for the purpose of the

shoot and to convey vibes or moods you want to achieve in the photos. This will help give your photographer direction so
they can better understand what it is you’re envisioning in your head.

● Bring your mood board to class anytime within the next 2 weeks to receive insight.
● Choose your outfits. Again, as you choose what to wear, keep the purpose and intention of the shoot and your target

audience in mind! If you’re photographing clothing or products on models, you’ll need to prepare any looks and pieces
needed. If that’s the case, you may need to do some fittings beforehand and coordinate with any talent you’re using for the
shoot.

● If you’re photographing products, this is when you’ll want to gather those products that need to be photographed.
● Make sure everything is photo ready. Whether that means pulling the best sample products and taking off any wrapping or

packaging or steaming clothes.
● Make a detailed shot list
● Create a detailed list of the specific photos you need. Think about the uses for the images you are looking to achieve. You

will want to put together a list of the exact shots you need. For example, this could be outfits no. 1 & 2 using salon chair,
both in vertical format to be used in instagram stories. Or outfit #2 on Jane in horizontal format with negative space on the
right side for the home banner on the website. Get specific!



Each Icon must:
● Arrive on time!
● Come prepared!
● Come DRESSED TO IMPRESSED from head to toe!
● Come with Full of energy
● Remember to be creative and innovative.

How will each Icon be scored:
Content
Clarity
Connection with the panel
Preparation
One pager
Visuals
A clear position on what is it and what you offer?
Knowledge on your competitors

How to prepare:
● Start your business pitch by answering the questions: what is it, and what do you offer?
● Decide on what visual aids you will use.
● Weave your passion or story with your pitch.
● Decide on benefits so you can highlight them.
● Identify your competitors so you can highlight why you’re different from the competition.
● Prepare an impressive one-pager.

Your pitch presentation should include data and insights, and show proof that people are willing to pay for your product. The
goal is to strike a balance between providing evidence that instills investor confidence and stimulate their interest with the
vision for your business’s future.

Each Pitch should have:

1. Elevator Pitch: It’s a creative introduction of your business pitch. You should include a title and memorable one-liner. This
is crucial — it creates a good first impression. So make sure your business pitch is polished and your tagline is both catchy
and descriptive.

2. State the problem you’re solving. This gives the audience a clear starting point and helps put them in the shoes of your
target customer. It also primes them to appreciate the impact of your product.

3. Provide a solution. This is the time when you include your an innovation, service, or feature intended to make a company
or product attractive to customers. This is when you should show your knowledge of your market. Try to show data that
indicates the size of your target market, the scope of the opportunity, and what returns potential investors can expect to get if
they invest.The last part of this section needs to explain why no other solution adequately addresses the problem right now.
This sets your audience up for the next section: your product.

4. Product and business model.The business model is when you describe how business/service fulfills its purpose.

5. Traction and revenue. Prove that your business plan is valuable. While early-stage businesses most times will not have
revenue, there are other ways to show traction. These might include financial projections, user numbers, waiting lists, or
early product engagement. The bottom line is, you need to demonstrate that people are interested in the product/service —
and that they’ll be willing to pay for it at some point.

6. Close with a call to action. Provide a short prompt for both the panel and others to take an action desirable to your business.

Your one-pager should have these three components:
1. What is the business plan? Tell us your your mission or vision.
2. How the solution you’re positioning can work
3. The value of the solution accompanied by the resulting positive impact by moving forward with the platform.


